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INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Reclamation performs laboratory tests on rock core from projects it is

investigating and occasionally from projects of other agencies and foreign countries.

This report contains a summary of physical and mechanical properties of representative

rock cores as determined from some of the tests. This summary is a continuation of an

initial collection of data on several rock types, which is contained in Laboratory

Report No. SP-39, "Physical Properties of Some Typical Foundation Rocks," August

1953. The test data for 43 rock types contained herein are tabulated on individual rock

data sheets. This summary brings the total number of typical rock types reported to

81. Test results from additional rock cores will be presented in future reports.

One of the main purposes of grouping rock properties into this format is to provide a

convenient summary of test results from previous foundation investigations for use in

preliminary location and design studies of new Bureau projects. Since about 1920, data

on rock properties have been documented by numerous investigators and agencies in

the United States, but have not always been readily available, or in some cases, the

information was not comprehensive enough. Further, test conditions for obtaining

some of the basic properties have varied significantly, thus reducing the value of the

data reported. In the Bureau's investigations of foundation rock types, efforts have

been made to maintain uniform test procedures to obtain data which are consistent

with previous results.

TEST PROCEDURES

Although the test procedures employed in the laboratory investigations basically are

similar to those described in the previous SP-39 report, an additional test standard has

been added and some minor changes in procedures have been incorporated. These are

as follows:



The direct tension test has been utilized and results for this test, where performed,

are included on the rock data sheets. Using either a hollow cone grip of steel with a

wedge of sulfur clay mix to hold each end of extra-long specimens or steel caps

cemented to the cut ends of standard specimens (LID = 2), a direct tension load was

applied through link chains by means of a standard testing machine. Figures 1

through 3 show the test setups for these two tension arrangements. Both procedures

are used; however, the cemented end cap method is limited to the cement bond

strength, which is approximately 2,000 psi. The cone-grip assembly, in contrast, has

a much greater load capacity for rock material in tension, and has been used to test

NX-size amphibolite rock cores to 4,900 psi.

In performing the absorption and specific gravity tests, the specimens are weighed

air dried* rather than ovendried. Additionally, all core specimens are tested for

absorption properties, rather than a few. This provides a better comparison of

absorption data with other rock properties.

DESCRIPTION OF ROCK DATA SUMMARY SHEETS

The format of the test data summarized herein has been designed to provide the

maximum information on the rock types investigated. The key features included on

the Rock Data Sheets (RDS) are described as follows:

Rock type.- The basic designation of the rock type is given in the upper right-hand

corner, along with the petrographic sample number assigned to the rock group being

summarized. The RDS sheets are arranged in alphabetical order of the rock types for

convenient indexing.

*The air-dry condition is obtained by subjecting the core to the warm, dry atmosphere

of the laboratory at 700_750 F.
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Location and geologic occurrence.- The geographic location is given of the

foundation site from which the core samples were taken. Also stated for most rock

types are the basic features of the site being investigated, including the formation

identification.

Petrographic description.- This section includes a brief summary of the significant

mineral composition, structure, texture, and condition of the rock, as determined by

accepted petrographic procedures. More complete petrographic reports for most of

the rock types are contained in Bureau files.

Engineering properties of rock core samples.- The primary test data are arranged for

ease of reading and to provide all information possible. For each average test value

or set of values, the number of specimens tested is given. The secant modulus of

elasticity data are recorded for the first cycle of axial loading. The elastic stress-

strain curve is shown for each rock type. The data presented are for rock tested at a

moisture condition of 75 percent of full saturation, except where otherwise

indicated. An air-dry test condition is used for rocks such as shales and clay

siltstones which are adversely affected by saturation.

This report also includes, as an appendix, a set of three reference tables1 which give

classifications for mineralogic and textural identification of igneous, sedimentary, and

metamorphic rock types, as used by the Bureau of Reclamation.

1 Taken from "Petrography and Engineering Properties of Rock," R. C. Mielenz,

Engineering Monograph No.1, USBR, 1961 rev.
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Figure 1. Direct tension test utilizing hollow steel cone
grips. Flexible chain section prevents eccentric loading.
Photo P859-D-68103

Figure 2. Cone grip assembly with ruptured specimen portion encased;
and extracted specimen portion showing sulfur-clay wedge. Photo
P859-D-61 104
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Figure 3. Direct tension test utilizing steel end caps cemented to end
surfaces of rock. Photo PX-D-74673
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INDEX TO ROCK DATA SUMMARY SHEETS

Rock type Source Location Page

Amphibolite Bridge Canyon Damsite Arizona 9

Amphibolite Oroville Damsite California 11

Argillite Devil Canyon Damsite Alaska 13

Basalt, vesicular Koyna Damsite India 15

Basalt, glassy Black Canyon Damsite Idaho 17

Basalt Dry Falls Damsite Washington 19

(South Coulee Damsite)

Basalt, vesicular (A) Dry Falls Damsite Washington 21

(South Coulee Damsite)

Basalt, vesicular (B) Dry Falls Damsite Washington 23

(South Coulee Damsite)

Basalt, vesicular Dry Falls Damsite Washington 25

(South Coulee Damsite)

Breccia, andesite Hoover Damsite Arizona 27

Breccia, basaltic Koyna Damsite India 29

Claystone Palisades Damsite Idaho 31

Claystone, calcareous Sanford Damsite Texas 33

Conglomerate Flaming Gorge Damsite Utah 35

Conglomerate McDowell Damsite Arizona 37

Conglomerate, calcareous Bhakra Damsite India 39

Diorite, quartz Bridge Canyon Damsite Arizona 41

Gneiss, quartz-diorite Bridge Canyon Damsite Arizona 43

Granite Bridge Canyon Damsite Arizona 45

Granite Research Study New Mexico 47

Granite Research Study New Mexico 49

Granodiorite Tumut Pond Damsite Australia 51

Graywacke Shihmen Damsite Taiwan 53

Graywacke Devil Canyon Damsite Alaska 55
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INDEX TO ROCK DATA SUMMARY SHEETS-Continued

Rock type Sou rce Location Page

Hornfels, hornblende Bridge Canyon Damsite Arizona 57

Hornfels, lime-silicate Bhuniiphol Damsite Thailand 59

Limestone, argillaceous Hungry Horse Damsite Montana 61

Quartzite Flaming Gorge Damsite Utah 63

Quartzite, schistose Kosi Damsite India 65

Sandstone Coconino Damsite Arizona 67

Sandstone Palisades Damsite Idaho 69

Sandstone Research Study New Mexico 71

Sandstone Glen Canyon Damsite Arizona 73

Sandstone, Calcareous Coconino Damsite Arizona 75

Sandstone, ferruginous Bridge Canyon Damsite Arizona 77

Sandstone, quartzitic Flaming Gorge Damsite Utah 79

Schist, hornblende Swan Lake Damsite Alaska 81

Schist, hornblende Swan Lake Damsite Alaska 83

Shale Marble Canyon Damsite Arizona 85

Shale Flaming Gorge Damsite Utah 87

Siltstone Sanford Damsite Texas 89

Subgraywacke, Calcareous Bhakra Damsite India 91

Tuff, lithic McDowell Damsite Arizona 93
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E 11- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 14.6 .13
0-2000 15.2 .16 (2)
0-3000 16.1 .19
0-4000 15.9 .19

3000

00
0.

00'
00 2000

~UJ

1000

AMP H I BOll TE
P-574l

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The BX samples are from the proposed Bridge Canyon damsite, located
on the Colorado River about 2-1/2 miles below Bridge Canyon in Mohave
County, Arizona. Foundation rock at the site consists mainly of
gneisses, schists, amphibolites, and granites of Precambrian age
and sandstones of the Tapeats formation (Cambrian). Pegmatite dikes
cut the abutment at various angles.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are hard, mottled gray and black, massive, and coarse-
grained. The rock is composed mainly of hornblende with lesser
amounts of labradorite, both occurring as subhedral crystals, but
occasionally in anhedral form. Of the minor components, biotite is
present in small amounts, and quartz crystals constitute about 1 per-
cent of the rock. Tremolite, magnetite, and apatite occur in trace
amounts. Most of the labradorite crystals are very slightly altered
to sericite. The crystals generally appear to be well interlocked.
Hornblende crystals range from 0.2 to 2 rom, and labradorite crystals
range much smaller, from 0.1 to 0.4 rom in size.
The rock is a massive amphibolite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg range

0.16

avg

0.12

range

0.10

spec.

(4)3.06

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

22300

range

7000 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81
.. 12.4

83 + 22000 (4)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y .. 1. 6 X + 3200 (4)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg

2000
range

1600 (2)
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3000

00
0.
00'
00 2000

~UJ

1000Fm

ROCK DATA SUMMARY
AMPHI BOLITE

P-6411

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX samples are from Oroville damsite on the Feather River,
about 5 miles northeast of Oroville, California. The samples are
from a metamorphic remnant in the Sierra batholith of late Jurassic
age. The core samples were taken from Drill Holes 84L and 85R.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are hard, gray-green, fresh, and dense. The rock is fine-

to medium-grained, and shows a number of quartz and calcite-healed

fractures. Megascopic schistosity occurs but is not prominent. The

rock exhibits unequigranular texture, with irregularly shaped grains

of plagioclase feldspar, prismatic grains of hornblende with ragged
ends, and inclusions of magnetite. Chlorite occurs as green, irregu-

larly shaped grains, ranging from 0.03 to 1.45 mm in diameter. Crystal

grain size in the matrix is commonly 0.19 to 0.37 mm. The hornblende

and feldspar appear in equal amounts, and chlorite, quartz, epidote,
and magnetite are present in minor amounts.

The rock is an amphibolite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.

No.
spec.

avg

2.94

range

0.16

~g

0.1

range

0.1
spec.

stress range

psi

0-2000

0-4000
0-6000

0-8000

Secant E

106 psi

13.5

13.8
13.2

12.9

~ (~

.18

.20

.21

.21

(3)
COMPRES~VESTRENGTH,PSI

avg

40300

range

20200 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl = 15.4 S3 + 42500 (12)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y - 1. 8 X + 5400 (12)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain
-

Millionths avg

3300
range
1600 (~
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3000

'"c.
",'
'"

2000
~riJ

1000

I

II
II

ARGILLITE
P-6554

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX samples are from Devil Canyon damsite, which is located on the
Susitna River, about 150 miles north of Anchorage, in the Talkeetna
Mountains, Alaska. The geologic occurrence is an area of highly dipping
stratified rocks, which have been subjected to folding, faulting, and
metamorphism.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The rock is hard, dark, brittle, slightly porous, fine-grained, and
fractured. The major constituents are quartz and biotite, with minor
amounts of iron oxide, amphibole, calcite, chlorite, and altered biotite.
The rocks are banded and slightly weathered, and when struck with a ham-
mer, tend to split along old bedding planes. The bedding is not uni-
form, and contains intermittent granitic intrusions and fractures.
Fractures are thin and show some slickenside structure and most are
healed with quartz. The size of the grains in the matrix ranges from
0.01 to 0.08 mm, averaging 0.03 mm.
The rock is an argillite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.

No.
spec.

avg

2.73

range

0.03

avg range spec.

stress range
psi

0-1000
0-2000
0-3000
0-4000

Secant E
106 psi

9.7
9.8
9.9

10.0

P- 0.07 0.05 (3)

.16

.21

.24

.25

(4)
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI

avg

16900

range

9000 (4)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Equation of Mohr's envelope

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg

420
range

280 (3)
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BASALT
ROCK DATA SUMMARY

Vesicular

p-6327

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX cores were obtained from exploration drill holes at Koyna

damsite, Bombay, India. The rock is representative of the Deccan

Plateau area (Cretaceous-Eocene). Three rock types are found in
the damsite foundation. Tuff breccia overlies a vesicular basalt,
which is underlain by massive basalt.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, dull gray to pink, compact, but porous and vesic-
ular. The rock is composed of feldspar crystals which are present
in a groundmass of granular augite and altered glass. The feldspar
crystals are fine-grained, lath-shaped, and in some portions account
for 50 percent of the rock composition. Magnetite occurs as an
accessory mineral. The secondary minerals are hematite, zeolite, and
montmorillonite. In the groundmass the augite is highly altered and
fractured, and in some cases penetrates the crystal grains and fills
the fractures. Most of the cavities are filled by zeolites. The
high percentage of vesicules and clay present has lowered the density
of the rock.
The rock is a vesicular basalt.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTlON,% No.

stress range
psi

0-200
0-400
0-600
0-800

Secant E
106 psi

4.4
5.3

5.5
5.8

fJ- No.
spec.

avg

2.54

range

0.59

avg

5.7

range

8.5

spec.
(4)

.11

.13

.14

.15

(3)
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI

avg

9900

range

8700 (3)

3000
SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI

Principal stress relation

81 . 6.8 83 + 9000 (10)

~

0.
~

~
2000

ill

1000
Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y . 1.1 X + 1900

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg

320
range

410 (6)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E f.J- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-250 4.4 .08
0-500 4.6 .09 (6)
0-750 4.8 .10
0-1000 4.9 .11

3000

'"0.

",'

'"
2000

~ciJ
(

1000

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

BASALT
Glassy
P- 5470

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX samples are from Black Canyon damsite, Boise Project, Boise,

Idaho, on the Payette River about 7 miles east from Emmett, Idaho.

The Payette formation consists of an interbedded basalt flow under-

lain by a well-cemented sandstone.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, dark gray to black, very fine-grained, slightly

to moderately porous, and moderately fractured. The rock is composed
mainly of a brown basaltic glass matrix surrounding crystals of augite

and labradorite feldspar. These occur as small lath-shaped crystals,

some of which show complete crystal outlines, but most having ragged

terminations. Moderate amounts of small magnetite crystals are pres~nt.

The fractures in the rock are filled with opal and chalcedony. The

labradorite crystals range from 0.03 to 0.07 mm, and the augite ranges

from 0.04 to 0.11 mm in length.
The rock is a glassy basalt.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.62

range

0.16

avg

1.4
ran ge spec.

0.7 (10)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

8400

ran ge

5700 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

51 . 8.3 53 + 10900 (14)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
Y . 1.3 X + 1900 (14)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg

460
range
100 (2)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E JJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 6.2 .14
0-2000 7.2 .17 (3)
0-3000 7.7 .19

0-4000 8.3 .21

3000

~0.

~~2000

~riJ

1000

I

I
I

II

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

BASALT

P-5429

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX cores were obtained from South Coulee Damsite, Columbia Basin
Project, Washington. The rock is from basalt flows of the Columbia
River or Yakima basalt sequence. Lavas accumulated as nearly
horizontal fissure eruptions (Miocene) with little explosive action.
The basalt flows, a maximum of 1,000 feet thick, thin out northward
in 25 to 50 miles to an irregular terminus, where the underlying
granite (Colville batholith) is exposed.

PETROGRAPIIIC DESCRIPTION
The samples are hard, dark gray, dense, fine-grained, and slightly
porous. The rock is composed mostly of random labradorite laths and
subhedral augite, with the interstices filled by brown glass. The
glass contains crystals of ilmenite and minute octahedrons, and scales
of magnetite. A small amount of this interstitial glass is partially
devitrified to crystal aggregates and feldspar cyrstallites. Most of
the labradorite laths and the few equant crystals vary in length from
0.09 to 0.85 rom. The crystals are moderately well interlocked.
The rock is a basalt.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTlON,% No.
avg

2.81

range

0.13

avg

1.0

ran ge spec.

1.1 (5)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

24900
range

(1)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl - 6.7 S3 + 28400 (6)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.1 X + 5500 (6)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJv No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 8.6 .19
0-2000 8.6 .21 (6)
0-3000 8.6 .22
0-4000 8.7 .22

3000

00
0.

00'
00 2000

~UJ

1000 II I

,
I

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

BASALT
Vesicular

P-5407 (group A)

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX cores were taken from South Coulee Damsite, Columbia Basin Project,
Washington. The rock is from basalt flows of the Columbia River or

Yakima basalt sequence. Lavas accumulated as nearly horizontal fissure

eruptions (Miocene) with little explosive action. These basalt flows,

a maximum of 1,000 feet thick, thin out northward in 25 to 50 miles to

an irregular terminus, where the underlying granite (Colville batholith)

is exposed.

PETROGRA PHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock samples are hard, dark bluish gray, fine-grained, and highly

vesicular. Most of the vesicles present range from 0.25 to 1.50 rom,

averaging 0.50 mm in size. The rock is composed essentially of labra-

dorite laths and augite crystals. The interstices are filled with

green or brown glass which contains slender apatite crystals. Basaltic

hornblende occurs in very small amounts and is usually associated with

augite. A few vesicles are as large as 4 rom. Most of the vesicles
are lined with films of palagonite, usually mixed with small amounts

of montmorillonite.

The rock is a vesicular basalt.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No,
avg

2.62

range

0.04

avg

3.3

range

0.3

spec.
(10)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

13900
range

6400 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S1 - 7.6 S3 + 16800 (12)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y = 1. 2 X + 3000 (12)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E !J- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 4.8 .11
0-2000 5.4 .13 (5)

0-3000 5.9 .15
0-4000 6.3 .16

3000

~a.

~o

00 2000
~U1

1000

I

I

J
I'

I
,

II
,

BASALT
ROCK DATA SUMMARY

Vesicular

P-5407 (group B)

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX cores were obtained from South Coulee Damsite, Columbia Basin

Project, Washington. The rock is from basalt flows of the Columbia

River or Yakima basalt sequence. Lavas accumulated as nearly hori-

zontal fissure eruptions (Miocene) with little explosive action.

These basalt flows, a maximum of 1,000 feet thick, thin out north-

ward in 25 to 50 miles to an irregular terminus, where the under-
lying granite (Colville batholith) is exposed.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock samples are hard, dark bluish gray, fine-grained, and

highly vesicular. The rock is composed mainly of labradorite

laths and augite crystals, and the interstices are filled with
glass, which contains slender apatite crystals. Basaltic hornblende

occurs in very small amounts and is usually with augite. Most of

the vesicles range from 0.25 to 2 mm, averaging 1 rom in diameter; a
few, however, are about 9 rom. The vesicles are mostly lined with

films of palagonite, which is usually mixed with small amounts of

montmorillonite. The rock samples are very similar to the basalt

of Group A, but have more vesicles, which accounts for the lower
values of elasticity, strength, and specific gravity.

The rock is a highly vesicular basalt.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg range avg ran ge spec.

2.58 0.04 4.7 1.9 (6)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

11900 5500 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 ~ 8.2 83 + 14700 (9)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y .. 1.3 x + 2600 (9 )

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E Jl No.
pSl 106 psi spec.

0-1000 5.8 .16
0-2000 6.0 .18 (6)
0-3000 6.2 .20
0-4000 6.4 .22

3000

~0.

~.

~2000

~ii)

1000

I

I

I

BASALT

ROCK DATA SUMMARY
Vesicular

P-5374

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX samples are from South Coulee damsite, Columbia Basin Project,
Washington. The rock is from basalt flows of the Columbia River or
Yakima basalt sequence. Lavas accumulated as nearly horizontal fissure
eruptions (Miocene) with little explosive action. The basalt flows,
a maximum of 1,000 feet thick, thin northward in 25 to 50 miles to an
irregular terminus, where the underlying granite (Colville batholith)
is exposed.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, dark gray, fine-grained, vesicular, and contains
white phenocrysts. The rock is composed mainly of labradorite laths
about 0.18 mm in length, in a volcanic glass matrix containing large
amounts of illmenite, magnetite, and some hematite. Basaltic hornblende
occurs in small amounts, as does irregularly shaped grains of augite.
Vesicles range from 0.25 to 30 mm in diameter. These vesicles are
lined with films of pa1agonite and/or a montmorillonite. The few phe-
nocrysts present are intermediate between labradorite and plagioclase,
and the crystals are moderately interlocked.
The rock is a vesicular basalt.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.47

range

0.24

avg

5.6
ran ge

3.1
spec.

(12)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

8900
range

1020 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl . 3.2 S3 + 12400 (15)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y . 0.6 X+ 3400

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

Strain - Millionths
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 5.3 .22
0-3000 5.4 .23 (5)

0-5000 5.4 .25
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1000

BRECCIA
ROCK DATA SUMMARY

Andesite

p-6571

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The BX samples are from Tunnel N-4, Hoover Darn foundation, which
is located in Black Canyon on the Colorado River. In the north
wall of the canyon, the andesite breccia is overlain by the Boulder
Wash group which consists of younger volcanic and intrusive rocks.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is medium hard, red-brown, coarse, porous, with angular
fragments in a fine-grained reddish brown groundmass. The ground-
mass is a mixture of very fine h~matite, iron oxide, calcite, and
clay. The clastic fragments consist of andesite, with lesser
granite and limestone. Mineral grains consist of quartz, feldspar,
calcite, clay, mica, hematite, hornblende, and magnetite. The
fragments are angular and fine- to coarse-grained. Contact of the
grains and fragments vary from direct to no contact. The quartz
and feldspar grains contain small fractures. Some fragments show
signs of being crushed to smaller particles. Clay is present in
the feldspar. The matrix is softer than the rock fragments.
The rock is andesite breccia.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% Noo
avg ran geavg range

2.37 2.8

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg ran ge

14900 6000

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl = 3.7 S3 + 18100

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 0.7 X + 4700

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths
avg range

1050 510
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

BRECCIA
Basal tic
P-6320

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX cores were obtained from exploration drill holes at Koyna

damsite, Bombay, India. The rock is representative of the Deccan

Plateau area (Cretaceous-Eocene). Three rock types are found in the

damsite foundation. Tuff breccia overlies a vesicular basalt, which

is underlain by massive basalt.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is soft, reddish gray, weathered, porous with angular to

subround fragments. The breccia has a nonuniform matrix composed

of small laths of labradorite feldspar, grains of augite, palagonite,

and altered glass. The rock has a fine-grained texture and is highly

weathered and altered, and contains a high proportion of glass and ash

material. Zeolites are significant as cavity and fracture fillings.

Fragments are not in contact with each other and are variably cemented.

Mixed quantities of hematite and montmorillonite occur between the
fragments as aggregate masses. Abundance of clays has lowered the

density of the rock.
The rock is a basaltic breccia.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No,
avg range avg range spec.

stress range
psi

0-200
0-400
0-600
0-800

Secant E
106 psi

1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

fJ- No.
spec. 2.01 0.62 16.5 10.7 (9)

.05

.08

.10

.11

(3) COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

2600 1200 (4)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 = 5.0 83 + 2650 (9 )

Equation of Mohr's envelope

y = 0.9 X + 600 (9 )

1/

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain
-

Millionths avg

210
range
240 (4)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-40 0.41 .04
0-60 0.41 .04 (8)
0-80 0.41 .03
0-100 0.41 .03

3000

~0.

~- ,
~2000

~riJ

1000

CLAYSTONE
P-5699

ROCK DA TA SUiYl\IARY

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The rock is from Palisades damsite on the Snake River in Idaho.
Stratified sediments of sandstones, claystones, and siltstones occur

at the site. Andesite outcrops in a large body on the left abutment

and disappears downward beneath the river.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is medium hard, buff to pink, friable, porous, and is

weathered. It is composed of a calcareous montmorillonite clay

matrix, surrounded by fine (greater than 0.01 rom), subround,
separated grains of quartz, and of calcite. Iron oxide is present

in minor amounts.
The rock is weathered claystone.

*ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No,
avg rangeavg

2.20

range

0.61 7.6 1.8

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

1200

range

1000

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S - 10.6 S + 1400
1 3

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y - 1. 5 X + 220

1,..0

500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

1000 1500

Strain - Millionths

*Tested air dry
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stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-25 0.04
0-50 0.04 (2)

0-75 0.03

3000

~0.

~. 2000
!
lfJ

1000 I

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

CLAYSTONE
Calcareous

P-5643

LOCATIO~ & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX rock cores are from left abutment spillway site, Sanford Dam-
site, Canadian River Project, Texas. Geologically, the site is within
a subsidence basin in which the Alibates dolomite beds are downwarped.
Overlying beds of silty shale and sandstone of the Quartermaster
formation have been preserved within the basin.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is soft to firm, reddish brown, fine-grained, porous,
moderately friable, and exhibits slickensides and shrinkage cracks.
The rock is composed of very fine-grained vermiculite intimately
mixed with small amounts of iron oxide, montmorillonite and sericite.
The specimens also contain moderate amounts of silt-sized particles
of quartz, feldspar, and chalcedony, and small amounts of dolomite,
magnetite, chlorite, and illite. The material slakes rapidly in
water. Portions of the rock exhibit crude laminations which are nor-
mal to the core axis. Rounded grains do not contact each other gen-
erally, and are poorly cemented.
The rock is a calcareous claystone.

*ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

1.8
range avg range

22.0

spec.

(1)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

270
range

10 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

51 a 4.2 53 + 230 (9)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = O. 8 X + 60 (9)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range

*Tested air dry
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E JJ. No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-500 1.7 .01
0-1000 2.0 .02

(10)
0-1500 2.2 .03
0-2000 2.3 .05

3000

~0.

~-
~2000

~OJ

1000

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

CONGLOMERA TE

P-6303

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX rock core samples are from Flaming Gorge damsite~ located

north of Vernal~ Utah~ on the Green River~ near the Utah-Wyoming
border. The geologic occurrence is of the Uinta formation~ which

is composed of interbedded quartzites, quartzose sandstones~ and

conglomerates. In addition~ beds of shale and siltstone occur

intermittently.

PETROGH i\PHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard~ medium- to coarse-grained~ and slightly altered.
The rock is composed of quartz and orthoclase grains and pebbles

in a matrix of fine-grained quartz particles cemented with silica

and hematite. The quartz and feldspar grains are angular to sub-

round and are occasionally fractured. Cementing material consists

primarily of secondary quartz with locally varying amounts of

hematite. Much of this cementing material occurs as solution

contact between grains and as secondary intergrowths of individual
grains. These secondary intergrowths constitute a strong bond

between the original sand grains. Grain sizes range from 0.13 to

4.0 rom.

The rock is a conglomerate.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.54

range

0.03

avg

2.1

ran ge

0.6

COMPRES~VESTRENGTH,P~
avg

12800

range

3600

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL
Principal stress relation

51 = 10.5 53 + 14000

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1. 5 X + 2400

500 1000 1500
TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths

avg

430

range

440
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E J-L No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-200 0.21 0.15
0-300 0.18 0.12 (2)
0-400 0.17 0.12

0-500 0.17 0.11

3000
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2000
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1000
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

CONGLOMERA TE

P-4504

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The BX samples are from McDowell damsite, Central Arizona Project,
Arizona, and located approximately 28 miles northeast of Phoenix,
Arizona, on the Salt River. The foundation rocks include Pre-
cambrian granite and four overlying sedimentary series.

PETROGRA PHIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are moderately hard, porous, and coarse-grained. The
rock is composed of fragments of granite gneiss, quartz, orthoclase,
microcline, epidote, and biotite, which are embedded in a matrix of
fine sand and silt size particles. The matrix is cemented by iron
oxide and small amounts of a clay mineral. The granite gneiss frag-
ments are usually deeply fractured. The rocks are generally penetrated
by many healed fractures. Fractures are filled with white and clear
calcite intermixed with crushed angular silt-sized particles and some
hematite. Biotite is slightly altered to chlorite. The rock fragments
range from 1 by 1 mm to 15 by 25 mm in size.
The rock is a conglomerate.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No,
avg range avg ran ge spec.

2.47 3.6 (1)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

4400 2400 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

51 - 1.7 53 + 4900 (8)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 0.3 X + 1900 (8)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg rangeStrain - Millionths
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 6.7 .13
0-2000 6.7 .14 (4)
0-3000 6.7 .16

0-4000 6.7 .17
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

CONGLOMERA TE

Calcareous
P-5669

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX and BX size samples are from Bhakra damsite. (BR-9). Bhakra
Project. East Punjab. India. The foundation rock includes various
sediments of the middle Miocene-Dagdsha series. The cores are from
Drill Holes 6 and 7A.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard. gray to green, and dense. The rock is composed of
large fragments of limestone and silty and sandy limestones, which are
embedded in the coarse-grained matrix. The limestone fragments are
fine-grained and contain rare to moderate amounts of silt-to-sand size
of angular quartz grains with muscovite and biotite shreds. The matrix
consists of interlocking, angular-grained quartz, oligoclase and chert,
with fragments of sericite and chlorite-schist, basalt, and shale.
Platy particles of muscovite, biotite, and chlorite are also present.
Calcite is common in the matrix and occurs between and around the
granular components. Matrix grains range from 0.08 to 0.50 mm in
diameter.
The rock is a calcareous conglomerate.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.70

range

0.01

avg

0.5
ran ge

0.3
spec.

(4)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

15300 3000 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

s = 8.1 S + 17200

1 3
(4)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y 0: 2.5 X + 6000 (4)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 6.2 .05
0-2000 6.7 .06 (2)
0-3000 7.1 .08
0-4000 7.4 .09
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY
0 I OR ITE

Quartz
P-5823

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The BX samples are from the proposed Bridge Canyon damsite, located

on the Colorado River about 2-1/2 miles below Bridge Canyon in

Mohave County, Arizona. Foundation rock at the site consists mainly

of gneisses, schists, amphibolites, and granites of Precambrian age,

and sandstones of the Tapeats formation (Cambrian). Pegmatite dikes
cut the abutment at various angles.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are hard, white with black, coarse-grained and massive.

The rock is composed mainly of oligoclase and quartz, with lesser

amounts of biotite, muscovite, apatite, zircon, and chlorite. The
rock has a typical granitic texture. The plagioclase crystals are

subhedral to anhedral, and quartz present is always anhedral. The
quartz, however, is strained and slightly to moderately fractured.

Oligoclase is slightly to moderately altered to sericite and cal-

cite. The oligoclase crystals range from 1 by 2 up to 3 by 5 rom in

size. Quartz grains range from 0.3 to 2 rom in size. Boundaries

of the grains are generally poorly interlocked. A few biotite

crystals are partially altered to chlorite.

The rock is a quartz diorite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg ran geavg range

0.42.71 0.15 0.2

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

17200

range

2800

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 = 9.1 83 + 12500

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1. 3 X + 2100

500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths
avg range

1190 540
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 9.0 .10
0-2000 8.7 .10 (4)
0-3000 9.0 .12
0-4000 9.1 .13

3000
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

GNEISS
Quartz-Diorite
P-5740

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The BX samples are from the proposed Bridge Canyon damsite, located
on the Colorado River about 2-1/2 miles below Bridge Canyon in Mohave
County, Arizona. Foundation rock at the site consists mainly of
gneisses, schists, amphibolites, and granites of Precambrian age,
and sandstones of the Tapeats formation (Cambrian). Pegmatite dikes
cut the abutment at various angles.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The rock is hard, gray and black, coarse-grained, nonporous, and
slightly fractured. The rock is composed of subhedral crystals of
andesite with anhedral crystals of orthoclase and quartz. A small
amount of biotite is also present. Augen-like masses are common and
enclosed by thin bands of biotite, and granular masses of garnet are
scattered through the rock. Quartz is commonly strained and fractured.
Most of the feldspar crystals are fresh with a few slightly to
moderately altered to sericite and calcite. Sericite-filled fractures
penetrate through the quartz and feldspar crystals.
The rock is a quartz-diorite gneiss.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% Noo
avg

2.83 0.09

avg

0.2

range spec.range

0.1 (9)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

11800

range

1900 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl ... 6.5 S3 + 14600 (9)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y ... 1.1 X + 2900 (9)

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths avg

1960
range
390 (3)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
pSI 106 psi spec.

0-1000 7.4 .06
0-2000 7.8 .08 (5)
0-3000 8.0 .09
0-4000 8.1 .10
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p-5743

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The BX samples are from the proposed Bridge Canyon damsite, located
on the Colorado River about 2-1/2 miles below Bridge Canyon in Mohave
County, Arizona. Foundation rock at the site consists mainly of
gneisses, schists, amphibolites, and granites of Precambrian age,
and sandstones of the Tapeats formation (Cambrian). Pegmatite dikes
cut the abutment at various angles.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, speckled white, pink, and black, massive, and
coarse-grained. The rock is composed mainly of quartz, orthoclase,
microcline, and oligoclase, with lesser amounts of biotite, muscovite,
apatite, magnetite, and calcite. The quartz, orthoclase, and micro-
cline grains are commonly anhedral, and most of the oligoclase grains
are subhedral. Between many of the large feldspar grains are biotite
and muscovite flakes and small grains of quartz and feldspar. The
quartz crystals are strained and the boundaries are sinuous and slightly
notched. Feldspars, with similar boundary conditions, contain sericite-
filled fractures.
The rock is a granite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No"
avg

2.66

range

0.06

avg

0.1

range

0.1

spec.
(15)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

21000

range

9600 (4)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

51 . 9.3 53 + 24700 (14)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.4 X + 4100 (14)

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths avg

810
range
280 (4)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fL No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-500 0.9 .06
0-1000 1.0 .06 (2)
0-1500 1.1 .07
0-2000 1.1 .08

3000
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P-535l

ROCK DATA SlJ\1MARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The samples are NX rock cores from Valencia County, New Mexico, in
Sec. 13, R 12 W, T 10 N. The samples are from random depths, and

the rock is in the Zuni Uplift. The investigation was performed in
cooperation with the Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation.

PETROGRAPIIIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, light colored, coarse-grained, weathered, and massive.

The main constituents are quartz and feldspar, and the minor constit-

uents are biotite, sericite, calcite, chlorite, and clay. Quartz fills

the interstices between the grains. The boundaries of the grains gen-
erally are sinuous to straight and the grains are poorly interlocked.

The feldspars are moderately altered to sericite and clay. Both quartz

and feldspar show some fracturing. Quartz grains occasionally are
crushed and granulated. Biotite occurs as platy crystals and as altered
grains scattered throughout the rock. The grain size ranges from 0.13
to 1.45 mm in diameter.

The rock is a granite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% NOe

avg

2.59

range

0.06

avg

2.4

range

0.8

spec.

(2)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

3700

range

1400 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl D 5.4 S3 + 4900 (3)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y . 0.9 X + 1100 (3)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
Strain - Millionths avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-500 11.8 .20
0-1000 11.1 .18 (2)
0-1500 11.1 .18
0-2000 11.4 .19

3000
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GRAN ITE
P-5352

ROCK DAT A SUI\1MARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The samples are NX rock cores from Valencia County, New Mexico, in
Sec 13, R 12 W, T 10 N. The samples are from random depths, and
the rock is in the Zuni Uplift. The investigation was performed in
cooperation with the Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation.

PETROGHAPIIIC DESCRIPTIO;';

The rock is hard, light colored, coarse-grained, and massive. The main
constituents are quartz and alkali feldspars. Minor minerals include
mica and calcite. Quartz and biotite occur as anhedral grains, and

the feldspars vary from subhedral to anhedral grains. Biotite shows a

great amount of deformation. The feldspars are somewhat fractured and

crushed. The presence of elongated biotite indicates deformation as a

result of pressures exerted by the quartz. Calcite and epidote are

present in the interstices between the quartz grains. The grain size

ranges from 0.4 to 1.4 mm.

The rock is a coarse-grained granite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% Noo
avg range avg ran ge spec.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

22400
ran ge

5000 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl = 6.0 S3 + 23600 (8)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y . 1. 0 X + 4800 (8)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-500 9.0 .16
0-1000 9.1 .16 (6)
0-1500 9.2 .16
0-2000 9.3 .16

3000
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GRANOD lOR ITE
P-5787

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The samples source is from Tumut Pond damsite, Snowy Mountains Project,
Australia. The cores are from various depths in the foundation and are
2.5 inches in diameter. New Marag1e granites and gneissic granites
(Rough Creek) are within the damsite area. The Rough Creek granite
is probably younger and intrusive.

PETROG R A PIlIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, dark gray and black, coarse-grained, massive, and
slightly fractured. The main constituents are quartz, orthoclase,

microperthite, and altered oligoclase. Minor minerals are biotite,

chlorite, and muscovite. Narrow veinlets of quartz and orthoclase

penetrate the rock. Quartz occurs slightly strained, anhedral, and

fractured. Orthoclase and microperthite crystals are slightly altered
to sericite along narrow fractures, and oligoclase is variably altered

to sericite. Biotite is variably altered to chlorite.

The rock is a granodiorite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% Noo
avg

2.71

range avg range spec.

0.05 0.1 0.2 (14)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

18400

ran ge

7300 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl = 8.4 S3 + 18500 (18)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y - 1. 3 X + 3200 (18)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg

210
range

140 (3)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ. No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-200 0.7 .03
0-400 0.6 .06 (18)
0-600 0.6 .07
0-800 0.6 .09

3000
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GRA YW AC KE
P-6331

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX and BX samples submitted are from Shihmen damsite at Shihmen
on Takenkan Creek, 52 kilometers from Taipei, Taiwan. The rocks are
from the Shihmen sandstones of the Nanking formation, which is of the
Miocene age.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is moderately hard, gray, fine-grained, and calcareous. The
samples are composed primarily of angular to subround grains of quartz,
chert, siltstone, chalcedony, feldspar, and calcite, in a fine-grained
matrix. Grain size ranges from 0.04 to 0.15 mm. Quartz, and to a
lesser extent calcite and feldspar, dominate the large grain sizes and
constitute the major portion of the rock. The minor constituents,
which occur primarily in the fine-grained material, consist of illite,
chlorite, muscovite, biotite, and sericite. In trace amounts heavy
minerals include magnetite, limonite, and tourmaline. The grains are
generally well compacted and cemented with euhedral calcite and partly
by clay.
The rock is a fine-grained graywacke.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% Noo
avg

2.50

range avg range spec.

0.19 3.4 3.1 (9)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

8000

range

7300 (11)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl = 7.9 S3 + 8400 (44)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y . 1. 2 X + 1500 (44)

L.-
500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg

290
range

140 (9)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 9.8 .15
0-2000 10.0 .17 (3)
0-3000 9.9 .17
0-4000 10.0 .18
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY
GRAYWACKE

P-6555

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX rock cores are from Devil Canyon damsite, located on the

Susitna River, about 150 miles north of Anchorage in the Talkeetna

Mountains, Alaska. The damsite is in an area of highly dipping

stratified rocks, which have been subjected to folding, faulting,
and metamorphism.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The sample is hard, gray-brown, fine-grained, slightly weathered,
and porous. The rock is composed of quartz, feldspar and biotite,

with minor constituents including iron oxides, pyrite, and organic

material. The rock has been subjected to considerable intrusion by
granitic solutions. Irregular strata are visible in the hand spec-

imens. The grains generally appear equigranular and subrounded.

The grain size ranges from 0.02 to 0.17 mm, grains 0.03 mm in

diameter being the most common. Interlocking grains of quartz and

feldspar constitute the main portion of the intruded rock.
The rock is a graywacke.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% Noo
avg

0.1

avg range

0.1

range

2.77 0.03

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

32100

ra'lge

8000

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Equation of Mohr's envelope

500 1000 1500

Strain
-

Millionths avg

800

range

240
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spec.

(3)

(3)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E p, No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 13.4 .13
0-2000 13.5 .16 (2)
0-3000 13.5 .17
0-4000 13.3 .18

HOR NFELS
Hornblende

P-S742
ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The BX samples are from the proposed Bridge Canyon damsite, located on
the Colorado River about 2-1/2 miles below Bridge Canyon in Mohave
County, Arizona. Foundation rock at the site consists mainly of gneisses,
schists, amphibolites, and granites of Precambrian age, and sandstones
of the Tapeats formation (Cambrian). Pegmatite dikes cut the abutment
at various angles.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, black, medium-grained, and massive. Samples are
composed primarily of subhedral to anhedral grains of hornblende.
Biotite, diopside, and epidote occur in minor amounts. Thin fractures
are filled with magnetite, chlorite, and calcite. The hornblende and
biotite are commonly fresh; however, a few of the crystals are slightly
altered to chlorite. Hornblende crystal boundaries are commonly
straight, with only a slight penetration of one crystal into another.
Magnetite and some chlorite occur between the hornblende crystals. The
rock fabric is generally mosaic. Hornblende ranges from 0.08 to
0.23 mm in size.
The rock is a hornblende hornfels.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

00
0.

3000

00
00

~U)

Strain - Millionths

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

3.04

avg range spec.range

0.16 0.1 (3)0.1

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

19300

range

(1)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

51 . 6.3 S3 + 19300 (3)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y . 1.1 X + 3800 (3)

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

2100
range

(1)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E Jl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 8.1 .15
0-2000 8.4 .17 (10)
0-3000 8.6 .18
0-4000 8.8 .19
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HORNFELS
Lime-Silicate

P-6475
ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The BX cores are from Bhumipho1 damsite on the Ping River, 40 miles
from Tak in northwest Thailand. The site lies in a wide band of
extremely hard rock which dips 850 SE.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The rock is hard, fine- to medium-grained, fresh, and dense. Samples
are composed primarily of quartz, calcite, and diopside. Irregular
grains of scapolite, zoisite, and biotite are scattered through the
rock. The rock is slightly absorptive and exhibits a mosaic texture.
The color variations among the individual bands are actually laminae.
Cordierite occurs in the form of large crystals with many small inclu-
sions. Zircon is found in minor quantities. Grain shape varies from
anhedral to euhedral, and the major minerals are usually euhedral.
The rock is a lime-silicate hornfels.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No"
avg

2.82

range

0.32

avg

0.3

range

0.4
spec.

(6)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

11300

range

980 (4)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl = 13.1 53 + 11900 (10)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.7 X + 1600 (10)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg

670
range

610 (3)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-400 6.0 .19
0-600 6.0 .18 (3)
0-800 6.1 .18

0-1000 6.3 .18

3000 ,
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00 2000
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LIMESTONE
Argillaceous
P-5358

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The source of the samples is Hungry Horse damsite on the South Fork

of the Flathead River, about 12 miles east of Columbia Falls, Montana.

The foundation is within the Siyeh formation which is of Precambrian

age. The rock cores are nominally 4-1/3 inches in diameter.

PETROGRA PIIlC DESCRIPTION

Samples are hard, dark gray, fine-grained, dense with many fractures.
The rock is composed of very fine aggregate grains, both in the matrix

and in the healed fractures. The major constituents are calcite,

dolomite, and clay, with lesser amounts of quartz and carbonaceous

material. The healed fractures appear as whitish stringers winding

along the vertical axis of the core, in an irregular pattern. The

rock exhibits a low percent of absorption, and is slightly weathered.

Euhedra1 grains of quartz are scattered throughout the matrix and in
some of the healed veins. Grain sizes in the matrix and the veins are

commonly 0.01 mm in diameter.

The rock is an argillaceous limestone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK COlm SA:\1PLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No,
avg avg rangerange

2.75 0.4

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

6700

range

5900

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl - 9.9 S3 + 8900

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y - 1.4 X + 1400

500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI1000 1500

Strain - Millionths avg range
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spec.

(1)

(4)

(19)
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

QUARTZITE
P-6318

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The samples are from the Flaming Gorge damsite, located north of
Vernal, Utah, on the Green River, near the Utah-Wyoming border.
geological area is of the Unita formation, which is composed of
bedded quartzites, sandstones, and conglomerates. Intermittent
of shale and siltstone occur in varying thicknesses.

The
inter-
beds

PETROGRAPIIIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are hard, dense, and fine-grained. The rock is primarily
composed of well sorted, fine-grained, subround to round quartz grains
well cemented together with silicious materials. Mica, sericite, and
amphibole occur in minor amounts. The quartz grain sizes range from
0.17 to 0.2 mm. Hematite occurs as a cloudy dispersion in the cement
and infrequently as filling materials in voids, with thin coatings on
the grains. The cementing material is mostly secondary quartz with
locally varying amounts of hematite; but a considerable amount occurs
as a solution contact between grains and as secondary intergrowths of
the grains.

The rock is a quartzite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SA\IPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.

st,ess range
psi

0-1000
0- 2000
0-3000
0-4000

Secant E
106 psi

2.7
3.0
3.4
3.7

fL No.
spec.

avg

2.55

range

0.13

avg

2.1

range

2.0

spec.

(11)

.05

.07

.08

.09

(8)
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI

avg range

21500 8300 (10)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 = 12.5 83 + 18400 (26)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y = 1.6 X + 2600 (26)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

500 480 (9)
Strain - Millionths
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E I-L No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0- 2000 9.4 .08
0-4000 9.0 .08 (6)
0-6000 8.9 .08
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QUARTZ I TE

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

Schistose

P-4658

LOCA TIOl\ & GE OLOGIC OCCURREl\CE

The NX and BX samples are from Kosi damsite, Kosi Project, in Nepal,

India. The rock at the site consists of quartzite from the Kosi

series, of Carboniferous age (Damuda).

PETR OGRA PHIC DESCRIPTIOl\

The rock is hard, medium to dark gray, medium-grained, dense, and

slightly fractured. Samples are composed of elongated subangular and

subround grains of quartz with small amounts of plagioclase feldspar

and chalcedony in a hard, fine-grained matrix. The matrix of the rock
is composed essentially of very fine grains of recrystallized quartz,

with moderate amounts of sericite and chlorite. Also present are cal-
cite, hornblende, and chalcedony. Quartz grains in the matrix are

from 0.16 to 0.23 rom in diameter.
The rock is a schistose quartzite.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SA'\1PLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,'70 No,
avg avg rangerange

2.60 0.1

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

31400

range

19000

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl - 5.7 S3 + 26300

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y = 1.0 X + 5500

500 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI1000

Strain - Millionths avg range
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spec.

(1)

(3)

(8)

(8)
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SANDSTONE
P-40l2

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The samples are from Coconino damsite, Coconino Project, Arizona, located

on the Little Colorado River, 8 miles downstream from Cameron. The
foundation is of Permian age, and includes Coconino formation sandstones

and Kaibab limestones. At the abutments the formations appear nearly

horizontal and form steep walls.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is medium hard, fine-grained, buff colored, moderately porous,

sandstone. The rock is composed principally of subround to subangular
quartz grains with smaller amounts of plagioclase (oligoclase), chalced-

ony, biotite, sericite, and hematite. Most of the plagioclase feldspars

have a dusty appearance due to moderate alteration. Sericite is found

in the interstices surrounding the quartz grains. The grains average

about 0.15 nun in size. Small laminae about 0.10 mm in width and vary-

ing from 1.5 to 30 mm in length cut across the core axis at an angle

of from 10 to 20 degrees.

The rock is a fine-grained sandstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.

stress range
psi

No.
spec.

avg

2.35

range

0.08

avg

7.5

range

0-200
0-400
0-600
0-800

Secant E
106 psi

0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0

fJv 3.1

spec.

(2)

(2) COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

11400
ran ge

900 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S + 2.8 S + 13700
1 3

(16)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y = 0.5 X + 4600 (16)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg range
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E !J. No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-400 5.3 .24
0-600 5.1 .22 (5)
0-800 5.1 .20
0-1000 5.1 .21
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SANDSTONE
P-5698

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The specimens are BX cores from Palisades damsite on the Snake River
in Idaho. Stratified sediments of sandstones, claystones, and silt-
s~nes occur at the site. Andesite outcrops in a large body on the
left abutment and disappears downward beneath the river.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The specimens are medium hard, dark gray, massive to banded, and
calcareous. Rock specimens are composed of sedimentary rocks including
sandstones, siltstones, and claystones, which have been indurated, and
some of which have been partially recrystallized and/or fused. Grains
of sand are observed in an isotropic or fine-grained matrix consisting
of fused and partially recrystallized material. Grain boundaries are
smooth and well cemented. Minute prisms of secondarily developed
pyroxene are present. Voids are common and may be as large as 3.0 mm
in diameter, they are lined or sometimes partially filled with a
zeolite. The voids and zeolite and montmorillonite present have lowered
the density of the rock.
The rock is a sandstone.

E~GINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No,
avg range avg

16.4

ran ge spec.

1.87 (1)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

4600
range

420 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 . 17.4 83 + 6100 (8)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y . 2. 0 X + 730 (8)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg ran ge
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fL No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-300 0.44 .04
0-400 0.44 .04 (3)
0-500 0.45 .05
0-600 0.46 .06
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SANDSTONE
P-4965

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The specimens are NX cores from the Dakota formation, Valencia
County, New Mexico. In Sec. 6, R 9 W, T 8 N. The cores were taken
from varying depths, and the work was a cooperative project with the
Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is medium hard, white, fine-grained, friable, massive, and
quartzose. The samples are porous, and are weathered. The main con-
stituent is quartz, with minor amounts of siltstone, feldspar, chalced-
ony, and lesser amounts of iron oxide. Silica is the cementing material
at points of contact of the grains, which are angular to sub round.
Feldspar grains are partly altered to sericite and clay. Iron oxide
occurs as coatings on the quartz grains. Some quartz grains exhibit
enlargement due to silicious growth at the boundaries. The size of the
grains ranges from O.OS to 0.33 rom.
The rock is a fine-grained sandstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

500 1000 1500

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.10

avg

9.5

spec.
(1)

rangerange

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

6700

range

2200 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S - 8.2 S + 7400
1 3

(18)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y - 1. 3 X + 1300 (18)

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
av\> ran\>e





STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-200 0.5 .07
0-400 0.5 .10 (129)
0-600 0.6 .12
0-800 0.7 .14
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SANDSTONE
P-6202

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

Samples are from the Glen Canyon damsite on the Colorado River, 15 miles

upstream from Lee's Ferry Junction. The sandstone is massive, and is of

the Navajo formation, and is of Triassic age.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is medium hard, fine- to medium-grained, porous and variably

cemented. The samples are primarily composed of subangular to rounded
grains of quartz, smaller amounts of microcline, and very minor quan-

tities of hematite and iron oxides, chalcedony, calcite, oligoclase,

and sericite. Hematite and other iron oxides occur as coatings on the
quartz and feldspar grains, and frequently as filling material in the

voids. The average grain size is 0.13 mm and ranges from 0.06 to 0.36 mID

in diameter. The grains are poorly to moderately cemented and are in

point-to-point contact. The cementing material is primarily secondary
quartz, with minor amounts of hematite and chalcedony, and calcite.

The rock is a sandstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg range avg range spec.

2.02 0.30 12.0 7.4 (109)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg ran ge

3550 2050 (100)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S = 8.2 S + 3050
1 3

(150)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.3 X + 550 (150)

..-j-
500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg

105

range

230 (32)
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

SANDSTONE
Calcareous
P-40l4

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The samples are from Coconino damsite, Coconino Project, Arizona,
located on the Little Colorado River, 8 miles downstream from
Cameron. The foundation is of Permian age and includes Coconino
formation sandstones and Kaibab limestones. At the abutments, the
formations appear nearly horizontal and form steep walls.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The rock is a hard, light gray, fine-grained, slightly porous sand-
stone. The greater portion of the sample is composed of quartz and
calcite, with smaller amounts of orthoclase, microcline, plagioclase,
sericite, biotite, and zircon. The grains average approximately
0.08 mm in diameter. Chemical analysis indicates about 20 percent
of the rock is acid soluble (mostly calcite).
The rock is a calcareous sandstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg avg ran geran ge

stress range
psi

Secant E
106 psi

1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3 ran ge

3600

fJ- No.
spec.

0.06 6.3 0.32.45

0-200
0-400
0-600
0-800

(2) COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

10700

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S = 2.1 S + 11500
1 3

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 0.4 X + 3900

500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths
avg range
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spec.

(3)

(3)

(10)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 3.9 .02
0-2000 3.8 .04 (2)
0-3000 4.0 .04
0-4000 4.2 .06
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SANDSTONE

ROCK DATA SUMMARY
Ferruginous

P-5737

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The BX samples are from the proposed Bridge Canyon damsite, located
on the Colorado River about 2-1/2 miles below Bridge Canyon in Mohave
County, Arizona. Foundation rock at the site consists mainly of

8neisses, schists, amphibolites, and granites of Precambrian age, and

sandstones of the Tapeats formation (Cambrian). Pegmatite dikes cut
the abutments at various angles.

PETROGRA PIlle DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, dark red, with a few large white areas, medium-
grained, porous, and massive. The samples are composed mainly of sub-

round to subangular quartz grains. Microc1ine and oligoclase occur in

small amounts and are slightly weathered. Apatite occurs in some of

the quartz grains as long, prismatic crystals. Some of the grains are

in contact with each other, and a thin film of hematite occurs between
many of the grains. Very fine-grained quartz appears intermixed with

hematite in the matrix. The predominant grain size ranges from 0.23
to 0.46 mm in diameter.

The rock is a ferruginous sandstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES
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00

~
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if)

1000

500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION, % No.
avg

2.39

avg

3.0
spec.range

1.4
range

0.27 (5)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

13100

range

50 (2)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Sl . 10.5 S3 + 15200 (5)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y . 1. 5 X + 2300 (5)

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

750

range
(1)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-500 1.8 .03
0-1000 2.0 .05 (25)
0-1500 2.3 .06
0-2000 2.5 .08
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HOCK DATA SUMMARY

SANDSTONE
Quartzi tic
P-6360

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
The NX rock core samples are from Flaming Gorge damsite, located
north of Vernal, Utah, on the Green River, near the Utah-Wyoming
border. The geologic occurrence is of the Uinta formation, composed
of interbedded quartzites, quartzose sandstones and conglomerates.
Beds of shales and siltstone occur intermittently in the abutment.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are hard, dense, and medium-grained. The rock is primarily
composed of well sorted, medium-grained, subround to round quartz grains
well cemented with silicious materials. Mica, sericite, and amphibole
occur in minor amounts. The quartz grain sizes range from 0.06 to
2.0 mm. Hematite occurs as a cloudy dispersion in the cement and infre-
quently as filling materials in voids, with thin coatings on the grains.
The cementing material is mostly secondary quartz with locally varying
amounts of hematite. The rock is similar to the quartzite (P-63l8)
except that it has slightly less cementing material.
The rock is a quartzitic ferruginous sandstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SA\IPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.54

range
0.10

avg

2.1
ran ge
1.7

spec.
(26)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

16400
range

9200 (25)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S . 11.7 S + 18900
1 3

(86)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y - 1. 6 X + 2800 (86)

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI500 1000 1500

Strain - Millionths avg

470
range

410 (23)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E M No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 5.8 .10
0-2000 5.6 .11 (1)
0-3000 5.6 .12
0-4000 5.7 .13
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ROCK DATA SUMMARY

SCHIST
Hornblende
P-5684

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The BX core samples are from Swan Lake damsite, which is located on
Falls Creek, 22 miles northeast of Ketchikan, Alaska. The core samples
were obtained from Drift No.1 on the left bank. The site is in a
glaciated V-shaped valley bounded mainly by crystalline schists.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The rock is hard, light to dark gray, medium grained, fractured, and
schistose. The samples are composed mainly of anhedral quartz grains,
which are moderately well interlocked and present a mosaic fabric. A
lesser amount of hornblende crystals and large and small flakes of
biotite are embedded within the quartz matrix. The hornblende, and to
some extent the biotite crystals, have their long dimensions in the
plane of schistosity. Euhedral pyrope crystals 2 to 5 mm in diameter
are abundant, and hornblende and biotite surround the pyrope crystals.
The quartz grains range from 0.02 to 0.07 mm in size.
The rock is a hornblende garnet biotite schist.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No"
avg

2.89

range

0.02

avg

0.1
ran ge

0.0
spec.

(2)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

18800

range
(1)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Equation of Mohr's envelope

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg

800
range

(1)
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fl No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 2.0 .09
0-2000 2.2 .12 (2)
0-3000 2.5 .15
0-4000 2.8 .17

3000
I SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI

~Principal stress relation0.
~- Sl . 14.8 S3 + 24500 (3)

~2000
~UJ

I
Equation of Mohr's envelope

1000
Y = 1.8 X + 3200 (3)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

5CHI5T
Hornblende
P-5687

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The BX core samples are from Swan Lake damsite, which is located

on Falls Creek, 22 miles northeast of Ketchikan, Alaska. The core

samples were obtained from Drift No.1 of the left bank. The site

is in a glaciated V-shaped valley bounded mainly by crystalline schists.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, slightly fractured, medium-grained, and schistose.
The samples are composed mostly of quartz grains, some of which are

slightly elongated in the plane of schistosity. Structurally, the

quartz grains are arranged in bands alternating from fine- to medi~

grain size. Hornblende crystals and shreds of biotite are embedded in
the quartz matrix within the schistosity plane. Garnet, magnetite, and

pyrite are present in small amounts. Thin, white stringers of calcite

and dolomite parallel the schistosity planes. Anhedral to euhedral
calcite crystals occur more abundantly in the coarse-grained laminae.

The rock is a hornblende biotite schist.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.73

range

0.02

avg range

0.4 0.3
spec.

(3)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

22800

ran ge
(1)
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3000
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~2000
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1000
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SHALE
P-5633

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

LOCA TION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE
These 6-inch-diameter cores are from Marble Canyon damsite, Mile 39.5

on the Colorado River, which is 39.5 miles downstream from Lee's Ferry,

Arizona. The rock at the site is of the Mauv formation (Cambrian).

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is medium hard, greenish gray, fine-grained, and moderately

absorptive. Thin sections definitely show the presence of laminated

portions which are primarily composed of fine grains of quartz, calcite,

dolomite, and illite. Smaller percentages of mica, orthoclase, and
carbonaceous matter are present. The grains are angular to platy. The

rounded grains vary from point-to-point contact to no contact and are
poorly cemented. Upon immersion in water, the rock slakes slightly.

It exhibits various degrees of fissility.

The rock is a shale.

"*ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.

No.
spec.

avg

2.52

range avg

3.05

range spec.
stress range

psi
0-200
0-400
0-600
0-800

Secant E
106 psi

3.4
3.2
3.1
3,0

M (1)

.09

.09

.09

.09

(5 )
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI

avg

12900

range

5400 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 = 6.8 83 + 13400 (13)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.1 X + 2600 (13)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

Strain - Millionths

380 690 (3)

*Tested air dry
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0 - 400 0.79 .24
0 - 600 0.80 .24 (4)
0 - 800 0.80 .26
0 - 1000 0.80 .26

3000

00
0.

00'
00 2000

~UJ

1000

,

I I

......

~....,-

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

SHALE
p-6316

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX rock core samples are from Flaming Gorge damsite, located north
of Vernal, Utah, on the Green River, near the Utah-Wyoming border.
The geologic occurrence is of the Uinta formation, composed of inter-
bedded quartzites, quartzose sandstones, and conglomerates. Beds of
shale and siltstone occur intermittently.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is hard, red, dense, moderately absorptive, and slakes upon
wetting. The major constituents are quartz with lesser quantities of
illite clay, fine mica, and hematite. A laminated structure is caused
by streaks of hematite and mica alined in the bedding plane. The
material exhibits distinct lamination and bedding. The rock is
moderately thistled and cleaves along horizontal planes. Microscopic

examination indicates the rock does contain fine- to medium-grained,
angular to subrounded quartz and a very fine-grained matrix. The

angular grains range from no contact to point-to-point contact and

are generally well cemented with silica.

The rock is a sandy, silty shale.

*ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg range avg range spec.

2.46 0.22 4.8 3.6 (6)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg range

5100 3400 (5)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

Equation of Mohr's envelope

TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI500 1000 1500

Strain
-

Millionths
avg range

30 35 (2)
*Tested air dry
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E fJ- No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-50 0.11 .27
0-75 0.11 .27 (3)
0-100 0.10 .28
0-125 0.10 .27

3000

~0.

~.

~2000

~'"

1000

I

i

I

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

SILTSTONE
P-5644

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The NX rock cores are from left abutment spillway site, Sanford Dam-
site, Canadian River Project, Texas. Geologically, the site is within
a subsidence basin in which the Alibates dolomite beds are downwarped.
Overlying beds of silty shale and sandstone of the Quartermaster for-
mation have been preserved within the basin.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The rock is firm to moderately hard, slisht1y friable, predominantly
red-brown, and highly porous. The major portion of the rock samples
is composed of subangu1ar to subround, silt-sized quartz particles.
These are often arranged in crude laminations embedded in a mixture
of exceedingly fine-grained iron oxide compound, with vermiculite
and montmorillonite. When wet, the rock slakes slightly. Magnetites
present have been altered to iron oxides, including hematite and
limonite. The silt particles, such as quartz and feldspar, average
0.05 mm in diameter.
The rock is classed as porous siltstone.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES *

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg

2.17

range avg

8.8

ran ge spec.
(1)

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

690

range

100 (3)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S = 5.8 S + 620
1 3

(8)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.0 X + 130 (8)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range

*Tested air dry
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STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

stress range Secant E J-L No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-1000 3.5 .02
0-2000 3.1 .03 (2)
0-3000 3.1 .06
0-4000 3.0 .09

3000

~0.

~'
. 2000

~riJ

1000

1/

I/'

Y

SU BGRA YWACKE
ROCK DATA SUMMARY Calcareous

P-5668
LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The samples are from Bhakra damsite, the
India. The formation includes sediments
Dagdsha series.

Bhakra Project, East Punjab,
from the middle Miocene-

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
The rock is hard, medium gray, medium-grained, dense, and contains
shale fragments up to 8 rnrn in length. The samples are composed
primarily of subangu1ar to subround particles of shale, chert, mica,
schist, basalt, quartz, with orthoclase, microcline, and plagioclase.
In minor amounts calcite, muscovite, biotite, and chlorite are present.
The grains are well interlocked and the matrix is visible between
grains. The matrix is composed of fine-grained quartz, chlorite, and
sericite. The quartz fragments are more abundant than the feldspars,
and of course, rock fragments are quite cornmon. Calcite is present
in moderate amounts between grains. Most of the grains range from
0.16 to 0.33 rnrn in diameter.
The rock is a calcareous subgraywacke.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTlON,% No"
avg

2.67

range

0.02

avg

0.8

ran ge

0.5
spec.
(5 )

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

13200

ran ge

3900 (2 )

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

81 = 8.8 83 + 13300 (7)

Equation of Mohr's envelope

Y = 1.3 X + 2200 (7)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths
avg

700
range

250 (2 )
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stress range Secant E /-L No.
psi 106 psi spec.

0-100 0.27
0-200 0.21 (3)
0-300 0.17
0-400 0.16

3000

VI
C.

VI'VI 2000
~u:;

1000

ROCK DATA SUMMARY

TUFF
Lithic
P-4505

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE

The rock source is McDowell damsite which is northeast of Phoenix,
Arizona, on the Salt River, just below the Verde River. The foundation
includes Precambrian granites, and four sedimentary series. These
generally consist of a red conglomerate phase, basalt, rhyolite tuff,
and gray-brown conglomerate phases.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

The samples are moderately hard, reddish-brown, fine-grained, and
laminated. The rock is composed of euhedral quartz, and feldspar
crystals altered to montmorillonite and fragments of granite gneiss,
microperthite, plagioclase, and rhyolite. These are all embedded in
a fine-grained matrix of montmorillonite and silt-size particles of
the above minerals. Angular fragments of granite gneiss with other
minerals approximately 1 by 2 rom in size, are present. The feldspar
phenocrysts have been altered to montmorillonite, and indicate shrink-
age between the crystals and the groundmass in which they are embedded.
The rock is an altered lithic tuff.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF ROCK CORE SAMPLES

STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY ABSORPTION,% No.
avg range avg range spec.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
avg

2300

range

1200 (6)

SHEAR STRENGTH, TRIAXIAL, PSI
Principal stress relation

S = 9.3 S + 2400
1 3

(9)

Equation of Mohr's envelope
y = 1.4 X + 400 (9)

500 1000 1500 TENSILE STRENGTH, PSI

Strain - Millionths avg range
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A MINERALOGIC AND TEXTURAL CLASSIFICATION
OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS Prepared by R. C. Mielenz

Texture Essential constituent Delinitive characteristic Petroe:raDhic type

lastic Volcanic ejecta Fragments> 32 mm Agglomerate or
(composed predominantly breccia
of rock and mineral ar lC es mm mm a 1 1 U
grains derived by arhc es mm u
weaihering and erosion, Gravel

~~~~a~~~~~t:~~~~
;>4 mm over ~U percent, ong!omera e

and deposited by water,
wind, ice. or gravity; ROCK ana. mmera.l angu.Lar par lCl.eS,:><tmm over:J\J percen. tSreCCla
showing varying degrees fragments clay< 25 percent
of cementation or con - .KOeK ragmen 5 ragments are greatly varied,
solidation) and clay occasionally exhibit facet- Loose Till

ing, high range of sizes
usually unsorted; matrix
usually clay, sometimes Compact Tillite
sand, usually greatly in ex-
cess of frallments

ana artlC.1es <: It mm?.11 .113mm over :)U anos one, quartzIte,
percent, clay< 25 percent arkose, graywacke,

subgraywacke
UetrltaJ. grams 01 t..:~.1Cltemore man :>u percent, clay LImestone
calcite <25 percent
:slit Particles <. l/lti mm over aU percent, Satstone

clay < 25 percent; massive to
stratified

Predommant partIc1.es <.. 1./1.13mm, :snale
fissile

Predomrnan partiCleS
<"/1"

mm. open Loess
structure

L1.ay mmera.1S IClay more tnan <::::>percent, maSSIve to Claystone
stratified

Predomman ly c aY or Sl t, 1551 e Sha e
reaornmanuy cays ana sencIte, mClp- Argall e

ient recrystallization
Mon morillonite clays more than 7a Bentom e
percent

IKao mIte clays more an OJ:>I ercent K.ao In
clay and calcIte IVery me gramed; carbonates ~~0 Mar, mar lstone

75 Dercent
rys aame Lalcne IcarDOnate ~?arse to rnlcrocrys a - LImeStone

(composed predomi.. >50 percent line, compact
nantly of coarse to fine of which Fme to mIcrocrystalline. Chalk
or microcrystalline to calcite is porous, firm to friable
cryptocrystalline ag- more than 50 pongy, porous, Ilrm to Ula
gregates of crystals percent friable, fine to micro-
precipitated chemically crystalline
or biochemically from Compac to porous, ravernne
surface or subsurface banded, fine to micro,,;
waters) crystalline

a Cl e an c a er lne - ralne ; ca Cl e to ercent Mar, marls one

ILarconates ICarDOnateS more tnan <::::>percent, com'" Cal.1cne
pact to earthy; deposited by around water

!TIolomne ICarbonale.-> ou percem Ot wmcn aolomite DolomIte

> 50 percent; coarse to fine, compact

!Cnalceaony IChalcec10ny
>~"

percent, mlcrocrystal- Chalcedomc chert
line to cryptocrystalline; conchoidal
fracture, compact

Icryptocrystalline ICryptocrystaUine quartz, > aU percent INovaculi e
quartz

Icnalceaony [Chalceaony;> L:b percent; Inable to llrm; TrlpOl1
earthy to porous

Icrystallme Icrystaume pnospnates ;:>:>u percent -'oospnOrlte
hosphates
nhydTlte nhYdnte . 50 percent IRock anhydrIte
ypsum iypsum ;:>:>u percent oc sum
ale a lte ;> :>Upercen IHOCK sa
ematIte ematite.> 50 I ercent IHematIte rock
ryStaume nyarous yarous ammmum OXlOes.;> ::m percent of IBauxite

aluminum oxides which> 50 percent are crystalline
Amorphous Opal Opal'> 00 percent; maSSIve to Mnaea; pal, opa me cnert
(composed predorni- compact
nantly of noncrystalline ~pal~ :>u percen ; porous, maSSIve 0 .1l.lCeOUSsIn er
substances precipitated laminated
or produced by chemical eposlted by geysers evsente
or biochemical action in ollophane ccumu atea Dlra excrement uano
surface or ground water morphous phosphates> bU percent PhOSPhOTlte
or within sediments by Llmom e lmoni e ercen Limonl e, 0 Iron ore
geologic processes) rnorphous hyarous ydrous alUm mum OXlaes> :>u percent, 01 auxlte

aluminum oxides which> 50 percent are amorphous
yorocarcons OllO spnalt, mIneral tar,

e:ilsonite, ilrahamite
morpnous carDOn Ibrous to spongy to compac ; carcomzea oal (see belOW)

Dlant remains < 50 percent; black to brown
uxygena en KeslDous, varIOUS llgm COlors mber
hydrocarbons

lor ragmen al a careous shells Whole or fragmental snells.-> ou percent oqUIn a
(composed of whole or and fra~ments
fragmental remains of latom es s Diatom tests> aO percent DIatomIte,
plants or animals) diatomaceous earth

aalOlarlan ests KaalOlanan tests:> aU percent IRaUlOlante, raalOl.anan
earth

oramm era ests oramml era!tests> :>u percent Foramm era lmeston
Illa s ruc ures llla structures>:;'U cercent IMlla lmes one
ora! struc ures ora structures;>:>u percen ora lmestone

l'nospnahc snellS Phosphatic ossus / au percent -'nospnorlte
teeth, bones

ar lallY or com - rown to maCK, spongy to compact, plant Peat
pletely carbonized remains readily visible
plant remains rown 0 ClaCK, lcrous to compac, ILigm e

slakes readily
Black. maSSIve to banaea. compaCt. Bituminous coal
slakes slowly

Black, maSSIve to banaec1, submetallic, IAnmraCIte coal
conchoidal fracture
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Table 3

.. rue ure
atac astic

(coTYJposed of
crushed, sheared,
broken, and
strained, angular
fragments of
rocks and miner-
als, usually with
some recrystal-
lization)

Prepared by R. C. Mielenz
e ro rap IC e

reCCla

Crushed, sheared,
and granulated
fragments of rocks
and minerals

Tabular and/ or
risrnatic minerals

Antigorite Fine to coarse grained; antigorite> 50
percent

Serpentine, serpentinite

Tabular or
prismatic and
granular minerals
abundant

Fine to coarse grained Gneiss

'0OJ
C

'",...
be
OJ

2
.8
OJ
<fJ
...
cO
0

U

OJ

;§

3
<fJ
»
...

"0P..
»...

"S
Micaceous IDlnera 5

e te
(composed pre-
dominantly of
tabular or
prismatic min-
erals, in random.
decussate. or
subradiate
arrangement, with-
out foliation, com-
pletely or largely
recr stallized

Tabular and/ or
prismatic minerals

,

"'lnterior - Rer.lamatioD - Denver, Colo.
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7-1750 (3-71)
Bureau of Reclamation

CONVERSION FACTORS-BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

The following conversion factors adopted by the 8ureau of Reclamation are those published by the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM Metric Practice Guide, E 380-681 except that additional factors (*)
commonly used in the 8ureau have been added. Further discussion of definitions of quantities and units is given in
the ASTM Metric Practice Guide.

The metric units and conversion factors adopted by the ASTM are based on the
"I nternational System of Units"

(designated SI for Systeme International d'Unites), fixed by the I nternational Committee for Weights and
Measures; this system is also known as the Giorgi or MKSA (meter-kilogram (mass)-second-ampere) system. This
system has been adopted by the I nternational Organization for Standardization in ISO Recommendation R-31.

The metric technical unit of force is the kilogram-force; this is the force which, when applied to a body having a
mass of 1 kg, gives it an acceleration of 9.80665 m/sec/sec, the standard acceleration of free fall toward the earth's
center for sea level at 45 deg latitude. The metric unit of force in SI units is the newton (N), which is defined as
that force which, when applied to a body having a mass of 1 kg, gives it an acceleration of 1 m/sec/sec. These units
must be distinguished from the (inconstant) local weight of a body having a mass of 1 kg, that is, the weight of a
body is that force with which a body is attracted to the earth and is equal to the mass of a body multiplied by the

acceleration due to gravity. However, because it is general practice to use "pound" rather than the technically
correct term "pound-force," the term "kilogram" (or derived mass unit) has been used in this guide instead of

"kilogram-force" in expressing the conversion factors for forces. The newton unit of force will find increasing use,
and is essential in SI units.

Where approximate or nominal English units are used to express a value or range of values, the converted metric
units in parentheses are also approximate or nominal. Where precise English units are used, the converted metric
units are expressed as equally significant values.

Table I

QUANTITIES AND UNITS OF SPACE

Multiply 8y To obtain

LENGTH

Mil. .
Inches. .
Inches. .
Feet. .
Feet. . . .
Feet.. .......
Yards.
Miles(statute)
Miles

25.4 (exactly) .
25.4 (exactly) .

2.54 (exactly) * . .
30.48 (exactly)

0.3048 (exactlyl* ..
0.0003048 (exactly) * .
0.9144 (exactly) .

1.609.344 (exactlyl*
.'"

1.609344 (exactly)

... .....

. . . Micron
Millimeters

Centimeters
Centimeters

.. Meters
Kilometers

. Meters
. . Meters
Kilometers

AREA

Square inches.
Square feet.
Square feet.
Square yards
Acres. . . .
Acres. . . .
Acres.. .. .. ..
Square miles

6.4516 (exactly) .,
*929.03 .

0.092903 ..
0.836127 .. ........

*0.40469
*4,046.9 . . .

*0.0040469
2.58999 . . . . . . . .

. .

Squarecentimeters
. . Square centimeters

. Squ are meters
. . . . . . . . Square meters

.. Hectares
. . Squ are meters
Square kilometers
Square kilometers

VOLUME

Cubic inches. . . . . . . . .
Cubic feet. .. .,.....
Cubic yards

16.3871 .. .
0.0283168 ...'
0.764555

Cubiccentimeters
. Cubic meters

.. Cubic meters

CAPACITY

Fluid ounces (U.S.I
Fluid ounces (U.S.)
Liquid ,:>ints(U.S.) . . . . .
Liquid pints (U.S.) . . .
Quarts (U.S.)
Quarts (U.S.I

""'
,

Gallons (U.S.) .
Gallons (U.S.I . .
Gallons (U.S.I
Gallons (U.S.) . . . . . . . . . .
Gallons (U.K.I
Gallons (U.K.I

."""'"Cubic feet. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cubic yards. . . . . . . . . . . .
Acre-feet. . . . . . .
Acre-feet . . . . . . .

29.5737 . . . . . . . . . . . .. Cubic centimeters
29.5729 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milliliters

0.473179 .. . . . . . . Cubicdecimeters
0.473166 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Liters

*946.358 .. ..., Cubic centimeters
*0.946331 .

"
. Liters

*3,785.43 . . . . . . . .. Cubic centimeters
3.78543 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cubicdecimeters
3.78533 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Liters

*0.00378543 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Cubic meters
4.54609 . . . . . . . . . . . . Cubic decimeters
4.54596 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Liters

28.3160 . . Liters
*764.55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Liters

*1,233.5 . . . . . . . . . .. Cubic meters
*1,233,500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Liters



Tablell

QUANTITIES AND
--~

, LJ NITS OF MECHANICS

~.
Multip~y ~ ~-,,---_._- To obtain

~ASS
--~---~-------

Grains (1/7,000 Ib) .
Troy ounces (480 grains)
Ounces (avdp)
Pounds (avdp~ ...
Short tons 12,000 Ibl
Short tons 12,000 Ibl
Longtons 12,240Ib)

64.79891 (ex actlyl
31 1035
28.3495

0.45359237 < exactly)
907.185

0907185
1,016.05

Milligrams
Grams
Grams

Kilograms
Kilograms

Metric tons
Kilograms

.£9.BCE/A. REA

Pounds per square inch 8.070307
Pounds per square inch 0.689476
Pounds per squdre foot 4.88243
~unds per square~~~ ~_~~803

Kilograms per square centimeter
Newtons per square centimeter

Kilograms per square meter
. ' . . .

"
Newtons per square meter

~---
MASSIVOLUM E (DENSITY)

---..---

Ounces per cubic inch
Pounds per cubic foot
Pounds per cubir::foot. .
Tons (long) per cubic 'lard

1.72999
160185 .
0.0160185
1.32894

Grams per cubic centimeter
Kilograms per cubic meter

Grams per cubic centimeter
Grams per cubic centimeter

--.
MASS/r:AP /'>o.CITY

~ ,..-

Ounces per gallon (U.S.)
Ounces pei gallon (U.K.)
Pounds per gallon (U.S.)
Pounds per gallon IU.K.)

7.4893
6.2362

119.829
99.779

Grams per liter
Grams per liter
GrafT1sDer liter
Grams per liter

BENDING MO I'V1 ENT OR TORQUE

1nch-pounds
Inch-pounds
Foot-pounds
Foot.pounds. .

-
Foot-pounds per inch
Ounce-inches

0.011521
1.12985 x
0.138255
1.35582 x
5.4431

72.008

-106

-107

Meter-kilograms
Centimeter-dynes

Meter-kilograms
. . .. Centimeter-dynes
Centimeter-kilograms per centimeter

Gram-centimeters

VELOC I TY

Feet per secood
Feet per second
Feet per year.
Miles per hour
Miles per hour

30.48 lex ac 11:t y)
.

0.3048 !ex.;;ac:~ly)'
'0.965873 >< "]0-6

1.609344 ( E>xactly}
0.44704 Ie >< actly}

Centimeters per second
. .. Meters per second

Centimeters per second
Kilometers per hour

Meters per second

ACCELER"""- ,ION'

Feet per second2 . '0.3048 Meters per second2

FLOVV

Cubic feet per second
(second-feet) ...

Cubic feet per minute. . .
Gallons (U.S.) per minute.

'0.028317
0.4719
0.06309

Cubic meters per second
Liters per secon d
Lite rs per second

FORC EO *

Pounds
Pounds
Pounds

'0.453592,
4.4482

'4.4482 x "1 05

Kilograms
Nevv'tons

Dynes

Multiply

British thermal units (Btu)
British thermal units (Btu)

Btu per pound
Foot.pounds

~---

Horsepower

Btu per hour.
Foot-pc>unds per second

Table II nContinLied

WORK AND ENERGY'

By

'0.252
1,055.06 .

2.326Iexactly)
'1.35582

745.700
0.293071
1.355B2

POWER

To obtain

Kilogram calories

.. . Joules
Joules per gram

Joules

~----

. Watts
Watts
Watts

Btu in.!hr f12 degree F (k,

thermiJl conductivity) .
Btu in./hr h2 degree F (k.

thermal conductivity)
Btu ft/hr h2 degree F .
Btulhr ft2 degree F (C,

thermal conductance)
Btu/hr ft2 degree F (C,

thermal conductance)
Degree F hr ft2/Btu (R,

thermal resistance) . . .
Btu/lb degree F (c, heat capacity)
Btu/lb cIeqree F . . .
Ft2/hr (thermal diffusivity)
i-t2/hr (thermal diffusivity)

HEAT TRANSFER

1.442 Milliwatts/cm degree C

0.1240
'1.4880

0.568

4.882

1761 .
4.1B68

'1.000
0.2581

'0.09290

.. Kg cal/hr m degree C
Kg cal mlhr m2 degree C

Milliwatts/cm2 degree C

Kg cal/hr m2 degree C

Degree C cm2/milliwatt
. . . . Jig degreeC

Cal/gram degree C

. . . . . . Cm2/sec
M2/hr

WATER VAPOR TRANSMISSION
-~ ~

' ~-~-

Grains/hr h2 (water vapor)
transmission) . .

Perms (permeance) ..'.
Perm-inches (permeabilityl

16.7
0.659
1.67

Grams/24 hr m2
. .

-
.. Metric perms

Metric perm-centimeters

Table III

OTHER QUANTITIES AND UNITS

Multiply To obtainBy

Cubic feet per square foot per day (seepage)
Pound-seconds per square foot (viscosity)
Square feet per second (viscosity)
Fahrenheit degrees (change)

*Volts per mil
." '.

.
Lumens per square foot (foot-candles)
Ohm-circular mils per foot
Millicuries per cubic foot
Milliamps per square foot
Gallons per square yard
Pounds per inch.

'304.8
"'4.8824 .

'0.092903 .
5/9 exactly.
0.03937

10.164 . .
0.001662

'35.3147
'10.7639 . .

'4.527219 .
'0.17858

. . Liters per square meter per day
Kilogram second per square meter

. .. . Square meters per second
Celsius or Kelvin degrees (change) *

. Kiiovolts per millimeter

-. . Lumens per square m~ter
Ohm-square millimeters per meter

Millicuriesper cubic meter
MilJiamps per square-meter

Liter:; per square meter
Kilograms per centimeter

GPO 854 - 874
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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT

Tests of physical and mechanical properties of representative rock core samples from
several project foundation sites are summarized in rock data sheets. The summary
includes location and geologic occurrence and a petrographic description of the rock
types. Properties listed include: absorption; specific gravity; secant elastic modulus;
compressive strength; tensile strength; and shear strength, including cohesion and
coefficient of angle of internal friction. The work covers 43 typical rock types from sites
of dams, powerplants, tunnels, and other Bureau structures.

Tests of physical and mechanical properties of representative rock core samples from
several project foundation sites are summarized in rock data sheets. The summary
includes location and geologic occurrence and a petrographic description of the rock
types. Properties listed include: absorption; specific gravity; secant elastic modulus;
compressive strength; tensile strength; and shear strength, including cohesion and
coefficient of angle of internal friction. The work covers 43 typical rock types from sites
of dams, powerplants, tunnels, and other Bureau structures.

: ,.

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT

Tests of physical and mechanical properties of representative rock core samples from
several project foundation sites are summarized in rock data sheets. The summary
includes location and geologic occurrence and a petrographic description of the rock
types. Properties listed include: absorption; specific gravity; secant elastic modulus;
compressive strength; tensile strength; and shear strength, including cohesion and
coefficient of angle of internal friction. The work covers 43 typical rock types from sites
of dams, powerplants, tunnels, and other Bureau structures.

Tests of physical and mechanical properties of representative rock core samples from
several project foundation sites are summarized in rock data sheets. The summary
includes location and geologic occurrence and a petrographic description of the rock
types. Properties listed include: absorption; specific gravity; secant elastic modulus;
compressive strength; tensile strength; and shear strength, including cohesion and
coefficient of angle of internal friction. The work covers 43 typical rock types from sites
of dams, powerplants, tunnels, and other Bureau structures.
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